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eased on backgrouni research showing that both
imrulsive and inhibited children are deficient to better-adjusted
classmat::s in ability to conceptualize alternative solutions to
re=al -lice problems and potential consequences to a given act, a study
das cJniucted to aid the ctild in thinking for himself of ways to
solve his own interpersonal problems and in implementing his
decisions in behavior. Teaching focused on certain specific eleNents
of language and cognitiJn needed to solve problems and on ways to use
these skills in solving real interpersonal problems. Js were 113
black children, equally balanced for sex and IQ. Sequenced games and
r;ialogues were used to teach three levels of language and thinking
related to behavioral adjustment. Findings suggest that: (1) while
all training youngsters gained in their ability to conceptualize both
solutions and consequences, aberrant children who needed the program
the most benefitted the most; and (2) training was equally beneficial
4-o children initially displaying either impulsive or overly inhibited
behaviors. The finding considered most important is the direct link
established between change in the trained problem-solving thinking
skills Gnd improvements in behavioral adjustment. (KM)
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Paged on background research showing that both
imrulsiv,, and inhibited children are deficient to better-adjusted
classmates in ability to conceptualize alternative solutions to
real -lice problems and potential consequences to a given act, a study
rids cJniucted to aid the child in thinking for himself of ways to
solve his own interpersonal problems and in implementing his
decisions in behavior. Teaching focused on certain specific elements
of language and cognition needed to solve problems and on ways to use
these skills in solving real interpersonal problms. Ss were 113
black children, equally balanced for sex and IQ. Sequenced games and
6ialogues were used to teach three levels of language and thinking
related to behavioral adjustment. Findings suggest that: (1) while
all training youngsters gained in their ability to conceptualize both
solutions and consequences, aberrant children who needed the program
the most henefitted the most; and (2) training was equally beneficial
to children initially displaying either impulsive or overly inhibited
benaviors. The finding considered most important is the direct link
established between change in the trained problem-solving thinking
skills Gnd improvements in behavioral adjustment. (KM)
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What would an adult say to a preschool c ; .... 3

a:,other child, or grabs a toy, or cries. "Kevin, T

fel angry at Paul, but I can't let you hit him", or "Pa' l

like to be hit." They might explain why the behavior

unacceptable, "You can't hit Paul, because you :c:icht hurt

hi-7." For the more inhibited child a teacher might su-.:75st

_env_: would like to play too," or "Yaybe she could b the

!:1,by" or "Help pack the suitcase."

' believe these techniques have serious limitations if

c.:le's goal is to help the child develop more effective ways of

h(-_,-.dlihg personal and interpersonal problems. Instead of doing

thinking for the child, we believe that if the child could

thLnk. for himself, specifically, of ways to solve his own

,nterpersonal problems, that he would be better able to cone

-anifest this in chanaes in overt behavioral ad-iustment.

In order to qchieve this level of overt functio-linq, the

(1.7) musl: first have :nastery of c2rtain of

(7) and cognition needed to solve ilrob'e.n.s, and h., be

cf) 1, 3 c skill-; in o-)1!inci

064



.;Ludy -us,72ata:.: i 2day l., the third aLl

of tr i i Iii. nro---ams ::Jrried out witli four-year-oh_t

"inn2r city" younfjstcrs hare in Philadelphia. Th:_: Tra:a

is bas,z_d on cur back-jround research that shows both i:-1pulsive

and inhibited children deficient to their better adjusted clas-

7ates in ability to conceptualize 1) alternative solutions to

real-liEe problems and 2) potential consequences to a given act.

The children were trained by their teachers who met with

us weekly to learn and discuss the program. First I will describe

the program, then the research design and results.

Program Content and Rationale

The underlying approach throughout this program is to

teach children how to think, not what to think. The aim

established early was to help the child develop a problem-

solving thinking "style" that would guide him in coping with

typical everyday problems.

Sequenced games and dialogues taught three levels of

language and thinking that our research finds related to behavioral

adjustment prior to training. The first level consists of games

and dialogues to teach the concepts and, or, and not; same-

different; happy-sad-mad; some-all; and if-then. While many

of the children may understand these concepts, their constant

repetition in the early games helped to establish their use

within the framework of interpersonal relations. Unlike

language programs per se, these words were not taujht as an

end in themselves, but rather, to set the stage for their role

in problem- solving thinking.
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1;ni._:nr_nciin,4 the. r1,2ation 1).2:_7(--,:!s -(:!y 1.:dper:-.2n-- in

:,c,b12!:1-scJiving if for e:-:=1e, h2 13 t.':, tppr.:1:e un-: :lut

to do sonc2thinq in tho -. r'1 act of C:,:idin.i in fa-..or o so::::-.!thin;

Asc.

I'm goin-4 to show you so" ,:2 axcrots from the program.

[Slide 1]

In teaching two very important word concepts "same and

different" the children performed various movements with their

bodies. Here the children are all doing the same thing as in

the picture. Sometimes a teacher would lead and

[Slide 2]

som!times, a child. Then they would think of something different

to do, such as stamp their foot. This game not only required the

children to think about the words "same" and "different", but

required they notice what other people were doing.

After having mastered the word concepts we could then focus

on the next level of the program, that of pre - problem- solving

thinking skills.

With an understanding of words that designate feeling, i.e.,

happy, sad, mad, it was possible to teach that different people

feel differently, that feelings change and that there are ways

to find things out--by listening, by watching, and by asking.

YI:at everybody does not choose the sa:;e thing is an important

concept as young children frequently assume that others. would

choose what they like, leading to several possible faulty con-

clusions in interor-rsonAl relations.



liJr- D csni12 was first as::eci w:lat he v.ould Co.ns-_=
-- -

rh-_-:L; "playing in the p-zr11." Then he ::-3. acke4 wha- _):1,1"

r:ight choose. Usually a child wo-11d state the sam,2 thing he

civise. Here the children learned that "Donald" in fact chose

being ":sic:: -in -bed" because ":.:ommy brings 7e presents."

[Slide 41

This picture was used as a review game. First the children

were asked "How does this girl feel?". Second, "How can you

tell?" Third the children were asked why she might have fallen

of her bike. Though the children couldn't read they enjoyed

"filling u;) the whole board" with lots of different reasons.

This question was followed by "Who can think of a different

reason?" Finally, the teacher asked for "lots of different

ways to help her feel happy."

The concepts of causality -- "why-because" and of "might" and

"maybe" became important throughout the pre-problem-solving

lessons. These words could help to evaluate solutions in light

of potential consequences to an act (i.e., "If I hit him, he

might hit me back") and to recognize that the effect of an act

on another is never a certainty.

After having mastered the word concepts and pre-problem-

solving thinking skills, they were now ready for tl.a games and

dialoflues that teach interpersonal problem-solving thinking,

that is, solutions and conzerluences to an act.
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[Slid_ 5]

This child wanted to ho]a the pupnet and is d.,;:11_11:y

carrying out "hi3" idea of "cha:Lging" a_3 a mean:: to 31o

problem of gcttin,lj to hold the puppet.

[Slide 6]

This is one of the lessons where the children were asked

"What might happen next?" after each solution was given. Here

the problem is triat the child at tre bottom of the slide

won't get off and the child at the top wants to slide down. The

children were asked "How can the girl at the top get the boy

at the bottorr to get off the slide?" On the left are their

ideas and on the right their thoughts about "ghat might happen

next?" after each idea. Again, the children enjoyed "filling up

the whole board" with different ideas.

The total length the program was 12 weeks.

Dialogues using the "style" of the training program were

used throughout the day, always with the goal of guiding the
V ft'

child to make his own decision and evaluate his own ideas.

Billy wanted a turn on the bike, and Michael kept riding
J

it. Later in the program the concept of fairness was taught as

one element in decision-making and the following dialogue took

place.

Teacher: Michael, is it fair for you to play so

long with the bike and for Billy not to

have any turn witY it?

Michael: No.
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Teach,Jr: mic;ht Lilly fe,1 if vo
1.Jt hi::: play?

Michael: Sad.

Teacher: What might happen if you do :-)4c_ iet
him play?

Michael: He on't be my friend.

Teacher: that can you do to make him fool hd:_;:Dy

so he will be your friend? Remember, Billy

wants to ride on the bike.

Michael: (turned to Billy) Let's ride to'4ether.

Teacher: Michael, how can you find out if Billy

likes that idea?

Michael: Billy, you want to ride with me?

Billy: Yep! (and they went riding off together).

Although their final solution ended up in Michael's

continuing to ride the bike, Billy was satisfied with "riding

together". Instead of ending up in dissatisfaction or frustration,

the children felt warmly toward each other, and good about their

own decision.

Design

On=- hundred- thirteen lack children from ten classrooms

(X age, 4.3), equally balanced for sex and IQ, received training.

A comparable group of 106 Ss from ten different classrooms served

as controls.

Analyses revealed no pretest differences between the training

and control group in aay of the cognitive measures or in percentage
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z- rvajuntel, _ated

12y their teacher., and independently 1,-; their aidof; or

Fr,al'ied version of the De.:ereux. Child Behavior Ratin:j Scale.

Ref;ults

Thu results are presented with the purpose or the training

program in mind: to determine whether training cognitive inter-

personal problem-solving skills could improve the classroom

behavior and social adaptability of impulsive and overly in-

hibited, fearful or withdrawn four-year-old Head Start (Get Set)

children.

The first question to be answered is whether a program

designed to enhance the cognitive interpersonal problem-solving

skills of these youngsters did, in fact, increase such skills.

The training program was found to significantly enhance

ability to conceptualize solutions to a given interpersonal

problem (p <.001) and potential consequences to a given act

(p /.001).

[Slide 7]

This slide shows the increase in mean number of alternative

solutions given as measured by our Preschool Interpersonal

Problem-Solving, or PIPS test.* Each of the three training be-

havior adjustment groups gained in the number of alternative

solutions given to hypothetical, but typical real-life problems

significantly more than their corresponding controls, demonstrating

the cognitive effect of training for youngsters whether they

li,..!qan the program as adjusted, as impulsive, or as inhibited.

* See reference
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Given that yn(isters _L I1: each of the throe initial

1)ohavior adjust:-.ent groups imProyed significantly above their

control group, it was of interest to lsk, who received the most

benefit from training? Planned comparisions were used to examine

di:ferential effects amnq trained youngsters as a function of

hcfw well adjusted they were at pretest. While tho inhibited

gained slightly more than the impulsives, the difference in gain

between these two groups of trained children was not significant.

Pooling the two aberrant groups it was then asked whether

aberrant youngsters improved more than the adjusted and the

resultaat F was significant.

[Slide 8]

Though the absolute differences were less dramatic than

for PIPS, the same statistical results occurred for the number

of potential consequences to a given act in a problem-situation.

These findings suggest that 1) while all training youngsters

gained in their ability to conceptualize both solutions and

consequences, aberrant children who needed the program the most

benefitted the most, and 2) training was equally beneficial to

children initially displaying either impulsive or overly

inhibited behaviors.

With respect to behavior adjustment the training was clearly

successful in improving the behavior of both impulsive and in-

hibited youngsters when compared to rhos? in the control group.

Of the 44 training youngsters who were judged impulsive in the

fall, 22 or 50 percent were classified as adjusted at posttest.

Such was true of only eight of 39 or 21 percent of the impulsive
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_,Tsters in the control nt

.01 level (x2=6.56, dfl). Of the jnhbitul 2

28, or 75 percent in the training group were r-lied adjus-:ed

at posttest as compared to only six of 17, or 35 n.2r=t of th.3

controls (X2=5.39, df=1, p<.01).

What the behavioral change means is that youn-jsters

beginning the program as impulsive become more able to wait

for what they want, and less nagging and demanding. They become

better able to share and take turns, and less easily upset in

the face of frustration.

Youngsters who started out inhibited, timid, fearful, or

shy became more socially outgoing, better liked by their peers,

and more aware of others. Tanya, who was never invited into

the doll corner approached the group and gleefully offered,

"If you need a fireman, I'm right here." One child shouted,

"The house is on fire", and Tanya was in business. The teacher

did not need to 'help".

Prob'bly the most important finding of this research

project was the direct link established between change in the

trained problem-solving thinking skills and improvements in

behavioral adjustment. The 43 training Ss rated as either

"impulsive" or as "inhibited" (pre) and "adjusted" (post)

increased in the number of solutions given and to a lesser extent,

consequences more than did the 29 Ss vho remained aberrant

(t-6.78, df=70, p/.005; t=1.61, df=70, p=.06, :One-tailed7

respectively). These findings support the contention that change
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co-In'747 .._.fated cha:1,4J

u:;tment. In light ot Dr. Bronfcnnbr_!nner's su=ary thu oth.!r

,,)f intervention pro-:car-s to date, that the p,.edorrlinInt goal

h;1,=; been to raise IQ, I want to emphasize that our goAl was to

cognitive real-life problem-solving skills as a mediator

behavioral adjustment. We fcund that while In showed a

low but significant correlation to PIPS and Consequences before

training, a significant portion of their relationship to be-

havior adjustment was independent of IQ. The effect of training

was independent of both initial IQ and change in IQ, concluding

chat children with both low and high IQ were able to benefit.

Concluding Statement

If educators and clinicians have assumed that emotional

relief would pave the way for clear thinking in a problem

situation, this research has given support to the reverse

idea, that ability to think through and solve problems might

plve the way for emotional relief and behavioral adjustment.

That the data have suggested the program may maximally

affect those youngsters most in need of such intervention

highlights both the potential therapeutic as well as preventive

significance of the procedures. A cognitively based program

can well be included in the series of present-day preventive

=tai health programs.
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